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Classroom writing falls on a spectrum.
WRITING TO LEARN (EXPLORATORY)

What am I learning?

Discussion

Reading

Experience

WRITING FOR A FINISHED PRODUCT

Experiences Discussions
Reading, 
Reading, 
Reading

I’m an 
Expert!

Writing
Revision, 
Revision, 
Revision

Proofreading End Product



Activity 1: Hello, Worm

Please get into groups of 3-4. 

Send one member of your team to 
claim a worm.



Hello, Worm

Take the lid off and observe your worm. Take turns 
telling your partners something that you notice.

Poke him. Write a brief description of how he moves.

Get your finger-worm ready! Can your finger move 
like your worm? 

Write a brief description of how your finger moves.



Text: Wiggling Worms at Work

Let’s find out 
more about how 
worms move.





Writing Prompt: How does a worm’s movement 
compare to your finger’s movement?

(We’ll do this one out loud)



Compare and Contrast Frames 

_________ is similar to ___________ because both 
__________________.

_________ is different from ____________ because one 
_________________, while the other _________________.

Note– you can do these orally in pairs or chorally. It all builds writing skills. 



Compare and Contrast Words and 
Phrases
COMPARISON

similarly

in the same way

just like

just as

likewise

also

CONTRAST

however

in contrast

on the other hand

conversely

whereas

alternatively

instead

(but, yet, and while sometimes indicate a 
contrast)



Hello, Worm: Details for Class Use
Exploring: Take the lid off and observe your worm. Take turns telling 
your partners something that you notice.

Look carefully at its movement—can you imitate it with your finger?

Draw your worm with as much detail as you can.

What questions do you have? What would you like to know more 
about? (List as a class)

Reading: Let’s see if we can find the answers to some of these 
questions. (Read Wiggling Worms as Work).

Writing: Pick a question and answer it –OR– compare and contrast 
worm movement with your finger’s movement.



Questions?



Activity 2a: Blanket Science

How does a blanket work?

Possibilities (competing hypotheses—)



How can we test our possibilities?

Volunteer?



Set-up Part B.

Make predictions. (Hey, Jodi, if you haven’t given the handouts yet, do it now!)



Activity 3: Do all states of matter have 
mass (weight)? 

Claims/ Evidence (Argumentation) Writing



[Watch me and don’t get carried a-
weigh. Heh.]



p. 150-153. HSP Science, Georgia. (2nd grade)



Writing Prompt:  

Do all states of matter have mass (weight)? (Claim)

What is your evidence from the activity?

Do other scientists (such as those who wrote your textbook) agree?



Prewriting questions
What science words will you want to use?

Should you use everyday language or formal (school) 
language?

What writing words/ frames might you use?



Simple Evidence Frames

When we ______________________, we saw that 
_______________. 

This evidence tells me that _________________________. 



Questions?



Blanket Science: Let’s check our data!



p. 168-169; HSP Science, GA (3rd grade)



Writing Prompt:
How does a blanket work? Make a claim and it support it 
with evidence.

What science words will you want to use?

Should you use everyday language or formal (school) language?

What writing words/ frames might you use?



3rd Grade Response (initial)
Claim: A blanket traps heat.

Evidence: The one on our body got pretty warm and the one under the blanket got even warmer 
because the blanket trapped the heat. The blanket was insulation. The ones on the table were 
the exact same 26 and that’s because the table didn’t give off any heat. 



A very useful frame 

If _____________________ , then ________________ 
would have ______________________. However…



3rd Grade Response (revisit)
Claim: A blanket traps heat.

Evidence: The one on our body got pretty warm and the one under 
the blanket got even warmer because the blanket trapped the heat. 
The blanket was insulation. The ones on the table were the exact 
same 26 and that’s because the table didn’t give off any heat. 

If a blanket makes heat, then the one on the table would have gotten 
hot, too. However, both thermometers on the table were 26. 



Questions?



Write one sentence to explain something 
you learned in this session.

(Can be about writing, teaching, blankets/matter/worms, your 
neighbor, your tolerance for boredom, whatever…)



E-X--P---A----N-----D

•Add a “because” to your response.

•Add a “for example” to your response.

•Add a picture or diagram to your response. (Be sure 
to refer to it in words, with something like, “As you 
can see in the diagram…”)



In summary
Writing has different purposes. Know what your goal is for an exercise 
(more toward developing thinking? Or toward a final product?)

Use children’s innate interest in science to set up a lesson that encourages 
reading and writing:
 Explore
 Explain (through reading)
 Extend (through writing)

Provide prewriting questions that help students focus on the writing task.

Use writing frames and writing words to help students express relationships 
between ideas in their writing. 

Use the Expand exercise to help students add detail to their writing.



Questions?



Copies of these slides, weighing and blanket activity sheets, 
and table tents for the writing frames and writing words can 
be found at my website: 

OnceUponAScienceBook.com

Follow me:

◦ Jodi Wheeler-Toppen

◦ Wheeler-Toppen


